
VFM-DA/4 Black Monitor Desk Arm 100×100
vav.link/vfm-da-4 VFM-DA/4 EU SAP: 5811699 US SAP: 14531351

Double-articulated desk mount for �at panels up to 27″
Converts to laptop or tablet shelf
VESA plate cover included
Cable management
Comes with clamp and grommet �xing options

Vision’s VFM-DA/4 Desk Arm ensures any workspace can
enjoy both a clear-desk aesthetic and ergonomic working
conditions without compromise. It raises the monitor off
the desk surface or it can convert to a laptop or tablet shelf
supporting clutter-free working and smaller desk areas.

Each user is able to easily adjust the monitor position to
suit their needs, thanks to its innovative weight-
compensating spring and tilt-rotate-swivel and height
adjustment – ensuring all users bene�t from a more
comfortable and better working posture.

As well as high-end features the arm is manufactured from
premium materials, but through careful design we have
been able to keep it very affordable.

The desk arm �ts any 10- to 27-inch �at-panel monitor with
100x100 rear mounting holes and a weight no greater than
7kg (15.4lbs).

Counter-Balancing Spring
We’ve swapped out the usual expensive gas struts that tension the
desk arm for a spring mechanism. Not only is this much cheaper, it
automatically counter-balances the load within a range of 2-7kg
(4.4-15.5lbs).

Load Adjustment
For lightweight loads like tablets, the bolts on the sides of the arm
can be tightened down to stop the arm rising.

Laptop or Tablet shelf
Convert the mount into a convenient shelf for laptop or tablet
using the provided extension strips with grippy silicon pads.

VESA Covers
For an enhanced �nish in installations where the rear of the
display is on view, hide the ugly VESA mounts using the provided
covers - ideal for retail and public-facing environments.

SWL 7 kg
The VFM-DA/4 supports monitors with a maximum weight to 7kg
(15.4lbs).

Fits Displays Up to 27-inch
Works for displays from 10 to 27-inch with 100x100 VESA
mounting holes. It will also safely support any larger display with
the same mounting points and SWL.

Cable Management
Clips are provided for tidy cable routing.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Clamp or Grommet
All the parts required to clamp the arm to the edge of a table
surface or bolt to the table are provided. (Note: grommet
installation requires the drilling of holes in the table.)

Reduced Cost of Ownership
Its durable design ensures it will not need replacing for many
years. It is easily and quickly installed, adjusted and moved.
Together this delivers a very low cost of ownership.

Thumbscrews
Thumbscrews are used to �x the display to help speed up the
installation of this mount.

Rotate to Portrait
Every user is able to position monitor easily positioned to suit
using the almost endless tilt, rotation, swivel and height
adjustment provided.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
see image

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
390 x 245 x 100 mm / 15.4″ x 9.6″ x 3.9″ (length x width x height)

PRODUCT WEIGHT
2.0 kg / 4.4 lbs

PACKAGED WEIGHT
2.8 kg / 6.2 lbs

SAFE WORKING LOAD
7 kg / 15.4 lbs

CONTRUCTION MATERIAL
Aluminium, Steel

COLOUR
Matt Black

VESA SIZES
100 × 100 mm / 3.9″ x 3.9″ 75 × 75 mm / 3.0″ x 3.0″

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
4 x M4 12mm thumbscrews 4 x M5 12mm thumbscrews 8 x M5
10mm screws for laptop strips 4 x Laptop shelf strips with silicon
VESA Cover

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
RoHS, REACH


